


What you need to know to find the right 
Online Appointment Scheduling solution
The first eBook in this series, “Building a Business Case for Online Appointment Scheduling 
& Customer Engagement”, examined how an appointment scheduling solution can help 
your business succeed by enabling you to deliver personalized service to prospects and 
customers. This eBook delves into the process of identifying and selecting the right vendor 
and solution to deliver those benefits.

So, how do you get started vetting vendors to 
find the one that’s right for your company?
One method many larger companies use to select vendors is to conduct a formal request 
for proposal (RFP) process. RFPs are a great way to make sure you gather all the information 
needed to select the right vendor. This eBook provides the framework for a formal RFP 
for online appointment scheduling. Alternatively, you can use the information as a basis 
for questions to ask the vendors you’re evaluating based on needs of your business. The 
choice is yours.

For a traditional RFP process, you should start by asking each vendor you’re considering to 
provide you with a high-level statement about their company, its vision and its track record of 
success.

Even if you choose a less formal approach to vendor selection, asking a prospective vendor 
questions can help you gauge their responsiveness and desire to win your business.
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Key topics to consider when 
beginning the selection process:
• Experience in the market

• Comprehensive feature set to meet current business, 
customer, and technical scheduling requirements 
and other functionality you may want in the future

• Ease of use and management

• Easy and comprehensive integration

• Robust and secure operations

• Effective implementation and onboarding

• Potential ROI

Additional information to 
ask prospective vendors:
• Their long-term vision and strategic plan

• Any current or former written agreements 
with your organization

• The methodology they use to develop 
internal performance standards

• Their renewal rate/customer satisfaction statistics

• How their company meets internal training 
and certification requirements
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Vendor Experience and References
The goal of this process is to select an online appointment scheduling provider with proven 
expertise and a roster of satisfied customers. In particular, you want to make sure that 
you ask each vendor about their experience in serving businesses like yours. If a vendor 
primarily serves small businesses with very basic scheduling needs, and your business 
requires a more sophisticated solution that can serve many users—and potentially multiple 
locations—then you should determine that as early as possible in the review process, since 
that vendor most likely isn’t right for your company.

Requirements Capabilities
The reason you’re considering an online appointment scheduling solution is to enhance 
your employees’ ability to interact with prospects and customers and drive more business. 
That’s why you must carefully examine and evaluate each vendor’s ability to meet your 
specific requirements. For starters, you need a solution with a user interface that:

• Is highly configurable to support a variety of use cases, including scheduling 
phone, virtual (video conference), and face-to- face appointments

• Can adapt to different contexts, including: web pages, an “Our 
Location” finder, and other authenticated spaces

Ask each candidate to provide:
• Details on deploying its online appointment 

scheduling solution for companies similar in size 
to yours and, if possible, in the same industry, 
or with similar business requirements

• The ROI or other targeted results that 
customers identified and the timeframe 
in which the results were attained

• Three customer references you can contact 
with businesses similar to yours

References
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The Importance of Context
When vendors talk about the context of appointments, they’re referring to the ability 
to schedule meetings that are more than just a one-size-fits-all “generic appointment.” 
Context-aware appointments allow you to capture as much information about the 
customer as possible, while minimizing the number of questions you need to ask them 
during the booking process. As in all digital forms, minimizing the number of fields a 
customer needs to complete can have a huge impact in the number of people who 
actually complete the booking process.

If you will be booking appointments of different types and durations, then you need 
a vendor that can accommodate that level of specificity. Other important information 
about their contextual capabilities includes:

• Does their solution know when a customer is stepping into the 
booking process with a discussion topic already in mind?

• Does it take this context into consideration and bypass prompting the end user 
to choose an appointment type during the appointment booking sequence?
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If you will be scheduling appointments across multiple locations, it’s critical to 
choose a vendor that can provide location context. For example, if you want to 
place “Click-to-Schedule” links next to each store/branch/office location in web 
search results, you need to confirm whether each vendor’s solution:

• Knows when a customer is stepping into the booking process 
with a desired meeting location already chosen

• Takes this context into consideration and can bypass asking the 
end user to choose a location during the booking sequence

Ask each vendor to describe how their solution helps 
control appointment variables and contexts, including:
• How they handle time zones when scheduling phone and virtual appointments

• The flexibility of their booking process

• If the steps in the sequence can be enabled or disabled

• If the order of the steps is configurable

• If the user interface can be launched with different contexts
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Configuration Flexibility and Simplicity
Most businesses need a scheduling platform that will flexibly adapt as their organization 
grows and evolves. Ideally, that flexibility and adaptability will be achieved through simple 
and speedy configuration, not expensive, time-consuming customizations. To ensure the 
vendors you evaluate can provide a solution that will adapt as your business changes, ask if 
their solution supports the following configuration capabilities:

Global Settings

• Including terminology, session timeouts, and local settings 
(available countries, time zones, date/time formats)

Appointment Types

• How their solution defines appointment types

• What appointment type attributes each vendor can define

• How they handle group appointment types to help customers 
easily make a selection while booking an appointment

• How easily they can configure appointment types offered across many locations

• Their ability to define overbooking rules for a particular 
appointment type at a specific location
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Roles, Permissions and 
Employee Profiles
If your business needs to book appointments for employees 
with a variety of roles, skill sets and locations, you should only 
consider vendors that can:

• Describe how their solution supports roles and permissions

• Describe their ability to control which individuals/
roles have bookable calendars

• Explain how they support a profile for each 
team member that defines at which locations 
they are available for appointments and/or 
what appointment types they can serve

• Demonstrate their ability to define an individual 
team member’s availability across locations, 
when availability must vary to support different 
appointment types, and other attributes their solution 
supports for defining team member availability

• Explain how their solution is aware that each team 
member can be available at two or more locations and 
take appointments already scheduled across all locations 
into consideration when computing availability

• Describe their ability to configure pools of 
substitutable team members that can accept 
appointments for each appointment type

• Describe their ability to configure how the solution 
assigns a team member from the pool when 
more than one is available at the same time

• Describe their ability to automatically place 
a booked appointment in the assigned 
team member’s Outlook calendar



Configuration Flexibility and 
Simplicity (continued)

Role-Related Capabilities

• How their solution sends e-mail notifications to the assigned team 
member (and potentially their manager or another supervisor), 
which includes the details of the appointment

• How their solution supports assigning people, rooms, and/or equipment 
to appointments and describe how this functionality works

• The functionality of how their solution supports assigning 
more than one team member to an appointment

• The way their solution supports the ability to schedule an 
appointment that involves a sequence of appointments with 
different team members that occur one after the other

• The method they use to define appointment limits for team members

• How they define appointment limits for customers

• How their solution supports imposing a schedule window rule during the 
computation of availability and if this rule can only be defined globally or 
if it can vary based on location, appointment type, and/or user role

• How their solution supports the ability to restrict when appointments 
can be cancelled or rescheduled relative to the scheduled 
appointment date/time (e.g., 24 hours), as well as:

• If this rule can only be defined globally

• If it varies based on: location, appointment type, and/or user role?
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Locations and Hours
• How their solution defines locations

• What aspects of a location can be defined

• Whether each location’s defined hours of operation 
can be factored into determining availability

• If holidays are defined globally, for each location, or both; 
and how they define holidays that apply to all locations

• Their ability to establish a location profile that 
shows capacity (e.g., number of seats in a 
meeting room) and which appointment types are 
available from each location (as some locations 
will never support certain appointment types)



Ensure a Great On-site Customer Experience
If your business schedules meetings with prospects and customers that take place at one or 
more locations (as opposed to only scheduling phone or online appointments) this section is 
important for you. If you only schedule phone or online appointments, then you can skip ahead to 
the Monitoring and Reporting section on page 9.

Whether a customer schedules an appointment in advance, or just walks into one of your 
locations, the scheduling system you choose must consistently meet each customer’s 
expectations and needs. To do that, your team needs visibility into upcoming customer 
interactions so they are prepared in advance. They also need a way to manage customer flow 
and volume at all locations to ensure prompt and helpful assistance.

To ensure that the scheduling solution you choose can do all of that, use the checklist below to 
confirm how each vendor’s solution supports assisted advance appointment booking channels.
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If the solution you’re considering supports 
assisted advance appointment booking:
• Does it support the ability for on-location staff to schedule an appointment 

on behalf of a customer and, if so, how does it do that?

• Can it provide your staff with visibility into customers with pre-booked appointments who are coming in for assistance?

• Have the vendor describe the customer and appointment-specific information 
their solution presents to staff in preparation for an interaction.
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Customer Flow and Queue Management
Another key attribute of the best online scheduling solutions is how well they enhance your staff’s ability to assist customers at your 
locations. To identify the vendors that can do that, you need to know how their solution:
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• Will help your team manage customer flow and queuing

• Incorporates walk-in customers into the queue and how they 
estimate wait times and provide that information to customers

• Enables staff to actively manage the flow of customers

• Differentiates between customers with  
pre-booked appointments versus walk- ins

• Provides the ability for staff to add  
walk-in customers into the existing queue

• Provides staff with the ability to actively manage status 
changes for customers (e.g., check-in, start, complete)

• Provides the ability to actively load balance 
customer interactions across staff

• Enables staff to track and manage customer wait times

• Estimates wait times and provides that data to walk-in customers

• Can be leveraged to calculate appointment show rates

• Provides customers with self-service capabilities to  
check-in from an on-location kiosk. You’ll also want to know 
what can be configured within the kiosk user interface.

• Provides a digital interface to display the customer queue, 
as well as what can be configured within that display

• Provides staff with the ability to capture details and 
record the outcome of each customer interaction

• Manages traffic across multiple departments within your locations

• Manages in-location traffic across multiple physical locations

• Allows your staff to book future appointments on behalf 
of customers across departments and locations



Monitoring and Reporting
Successful customer engagement requires monitoring and analysis. Your team needs to identify areas for improvement and positive trends that can be 
replicated across the organization. To do that, ask each vendor to provide details on their solution’s analytics and reporting capabilities, including:
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• A list and description of standard reports provided

• If their solution can help measure the effectiveness of 
marketing programs where the ability to schedule an 
appointment is the call to action and, if so, how?

• How their solution could help you analyze 
the quality of customer interactions

• How their solution measures the following metrics:

• Appointment volume

• Customer show rates

• Customer wait times

• Scheduled vs. actual interaction time

• Appointment lead time (how far in advance 
appointments are scheduled)

• Appointment completion rates

• Resource utilization

• How their solution could help you analyze operational efficiencies

• How they generate comprehensive real-time information 
on customer interactions, including, but not limited to:

• Organizational hierarchy (e.g., region)

• Location

• Appointment type

• Team member

• Appointment status (e.g., scheduled, no-show, completed)

• Appointment origination channel

• Whether users can export information and, 
if so, which formats are supported

• If reports can be scheduled to run on an automated basis (e.g., 
daily, weekly) and delivered to your team members via email

• How their solution integrates with in-house or third-party 
management information and reporting systems



Customer Requirements
Customer requirements refer to if/how an online appointment scheduling solution provides functionality that would enable your prospects and customers to 
use and benefit from it. This section covers some critical areas you’ll want to make sure a vendor can provide before you sign on the dotted line.
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You need to be confident that the vendor you choose can:

• Support the ability for a customer to check-in prior to arriving at a location

• Provide a responsive customer self-service booking user interface

To make sure the appointment-setting experience is frictionless, 
ask the vendors if their solution enables customers to:

• Choose a location using geo-locator functionality embedded into the booking experience

• Choose from a selection of different appointment types/durations 

• View descriptions of appointment types to assist them in making a selection

• Choose with whom they would like to meet while scheduling an appointment

Along those same lines, be sure you find out if the vendors can:

• Compute availability for a pool of resources (i.e., knowledgeable staff members) to meet 
customers’ search criteria (location, appointment type, appointment type group)

• Determine who the customer will meet with, and automatically assign 
that individual the moment the appointment is scheduled

• Define resource allocation rules that dictate how the solution selects from 
the pool of available resources that meet the search criteria

• Enable customers to view availability in a monthly or weekly view

Self-service appointment booking
It is essential that customers can easily book appointments with 
your business using any channel. Ask each vendor how their 
solution supports self-service advance appointment booking with no 
employee interaction across each of these channels:

• Company website

• Email marketing programs

• Personal emails

• Reserve with Google (book directly from a web search)

• Customer portal

• Mobile application

• Social media

• Banner ads or non-company websites

• Live chat

• Print media

• Text messaging

• Interactive voice response



Customer Requirements (continued)
Online appointment scheduling is all about enabling your company to create conversations with your prospects and customers that drive business. From the 
customers’ perspective, it’s about convenience and helping them see that you are easy to do business with.

That’s why you want to select a vendor that can provide your customers with the greatest flexibility when they are scheduling appointments with you. To 
ensure that’s what you get, ask each vendor to describe if/how their solution:
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• Enables customers to schedule face-to-face, phone 
and virtual (web/video conference) appointments

• Captures different types of contact information from the 
customer and, if so, what custom fields it supports

• Enables the customer to indicate if they have special 
needs (e.g., accessibility, interpreter required, etc.)

• Can capture additional information the customer 
may provide about the appointment

• Supports a variety of field types  
(e.g., free-form text, large comment, select list)

• Makes all fields required or allows you to configure 
some as optional, including whether the fields can vary 
based on the type of appointment being scheduled

• Has a convenient way for customers to update their 
personal calendars once appointments are scheduled 
and, if so, which calendar solutions are supported

• Enables customers to reschedule and/or cancel 
appointments and, if so, provides this ability using links 
within email notifications sent by their solution

• Requires customers to log-in or authenticate if they 
want to reschedule or cancel an appointment



Support for Customer Communication, Notification and Feedback
It’s vital to communicate effectively with customers when they schedule an appointment with your business. Doing so will raise customer awareness about the meeting 
and maximize show rates. Ask each vendor to describe if and how their solution includes the following methods of communication with customers:
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Email Communication & Text Notifications

Emails and text messages are powerful tools when it comes to 
communicating with prospects and customers about their appointments. 
Ask the vendors which of the following types of emails and text 
notifications can be sent to customers:

• Instant appointment confirmation

• Cancellation

• Reschedule

• Reminder

• Post-appointment follow-up and offers

Customizable Messages

The ability to communicate with prospects and customers via email and 
text about their appointments is important, but it’s even more effective if 
the solution you choose supports message customization. Be sure to ask 
each vendor if they support:

• Configurable message templates for email and/or text notifications

• Branding or styling of email notifications, as well as which 
appointment details can be included in those messages (e.g., 
time, date, subject, location or other useful information)

Post-Appointment Messages

Post-appointment follow-up messages are another critical way to ensure you’re 
engaging with customers throughout their journey. You want a vendor that:

• Enables customers to give feedback using a survey 
immediately following every completed appointment

• Allows you to ask specific questions to establish a customer’s 
satisfaction and if they would recommend your business to 
others, based on their experience (i.e., Net Promoter Score)

• Can tie customer satisfaction survey answers back to the appointment, 
the location, and the individual(s) who met with the customer



Making It All Work Together
As you’re working to choose which appointment-scheduling solution is best for your business, don’t overlook the issue of how that solution will integrate—or not 
integrate—with the other software and systems already deployed in your organization.

If your business operates legacy systems that track information such as locations and staff, and you require the ability to import and export data from the appointment 
scheduling system, then you need to know exactly how each vendor will integrate with your incumbent systems. 

The online appointment scheduling solution you select will become a critical element of your organization’s customer engagement model and a significant part of your 
business process. Therefore, it must integrate seamlessly with your existing mission-critical customer-facing systems. That’s why it’s important for each vendor to prove 
their solution can meet your integration requirements, including: 
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• Do they provide packaged integrations with CRM solutions, such as Salesforce, and, if so, which solutions do they support?

• The degree to which their solution is integrated into CRM solutions. For example, can your team members “live” 
in your CRM solution and have easy access to the appointment scheduling vendor’s solution’s capabilities

• Do they provide packaged integrations with native mobile app solutions and, if so, which solutions do they support?

• How do they integrate with calendaring solutions such as Microsoft Exchange and Google Calendar?

• Ask them to describe the capability gained by connecting to a calendar, how 
that connectivity is achieved, and how security is implemented
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For data import, ask vendors:
• If their solution accepts data imports from external systems?

• If it supports data imports only for initial data loading 
or if it also supports ongoing updates and, if so, 
how frequently updates can be provided?

• Which data types can be imported?

• To describe the mechanism for importing data

For data export, ask vendors to:
• Describe their ability to message—in real time—an external system 

(e.g., CRM) of customer interactions, including status changes

• Also, ask them to describe this mechanism (e.g., 
Is it a web service? Is it fault tolerant?)

• Describe what information is included in the message

• Describe their ability to batch export key customer interaction 
data, including status changes, and to describe the 
mechanism and whether it’s manual, automated or both

Customer Requirements (continued)
• Can they integrate with your workforce management (WFM) solution so you 

can feed information about your staff and schedules into this solution?

• Ask them to identify the WFM solutions they provide 
packaged integrations for and, if an integration does 
not exist, can they still integrate with your WFM?

• Can they integrate with your enterprise resource planning (ERP) 
solution so you can feed staff information into your solution?

• How they integrate with a data warehouse (DW) solution so you can feed 
customer interaction information from your system into your DW

• If their solution includes an API and, if so, what capabilities it 
supports and whether it is SOAP-based or a REST API

• Their ability to support a real-time messaging service of events that  
occur through their solution (e.g., appointment created, walk-in 
added, customer checked in) to external systems, including:

• What events they support

• How the messaging mechanism works and how they implement security

• Specifics on how you can leverage their API and 
other tools to create custom integrations

• Their ability to integrate with mobile application (iOS, 
Android, Microsoft) and, if so, how they do it
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Security
By its nature, an online appointment scheduling solution will contain sensitive customer 
information. Therefore, you need to be absolutely certain that system access is secure and 
role-based. Ask the vendors to provide details about their application end-user access controls, 
including:

• If they have their own user authentication mechanism?

• If they can support multiple contexts where users can be authenticated (e.g., your 
customer portal) so customers can schedule appointments from an authenticated space?

• If you put a link to their solution in contexts where users can be authenticated, 
does it know that the user has already been authenticated?

• Can their solution pre-fill the customer information that is 
captured in the appointment and, if so, how do they do it?

• How they handle user account and password security controls?

• Are strong passwords supported and, if so, what are the criteria

• Describe their solution’s support for single sign-on (SSO) with third-party identity providers

• Does their solution support roles and, if so, are roles  
pre-defined or can administrators define their own roles?

• Which permissions can be authorized for roles?

• Can users assigned to roles have limited access levels? 
If so, what types of access can be limited?

Hosting
Another technical requirement is a secure and robust hosting 
solution. Ask each vendor for information that demonstrates 
their ability to host and secure information on behalf of your 
organization, including:

• A detailed description of their organization’s 
information security program

• If they have dedicated staff responsible for 
defining, implementing, and supporting your 
information security program? If so, request their 
names, titles, and contact information.

• Do they have a formal information security 
training program for all employees?

• How often do they conduct security awareness training?

• Details on their incident-response policy

• Their internal and external physical office security practices

• Full details on their hosting operations

• The level of availability and resilience 
they support operationally

• Their disaster recovery and business continuity 
programs (get documentation, if available)

• Whether their hosting environment is virtualized

• The physical location of their data centers

• If each primary hosting site has a secondary 
site for disaster recovery

• If they use a third-party hosting provider 
and, if so, which organization
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Security (continued)

Audits are an important element of security, 
so be sure to ask each vendor:

• Do they conduct regular SSAE-16 SOC 1 audits on their hosting service?

• Are audits conducted by a third party?

• Can you request a copy of their most recent SOC 1 audit report?

• Do they perform regular SSAE-16 SOC 2 audits on the solution being proposed?

• Are audits conducted by a third party?

• Can you request a copy of their most recent SOC 2 audit report?

• To describe how they implement security in the solution architecture

• To describe how they achieve high availability in the hosting architecture

• How they secure information at rest and in transit?

• Does their solution provide distributed denial of service (DDoS) protection?

• Does it include an intrusion detection/prevention system (IDP)?

• How do they control access to solution hosting environments?

• How does their solution monitor network security, intrusion detection, and performance?

• What are their log management practices?

You also should ask each vendor 
to describe their database 
backup practices, including:
• How often do they take backups, where do they store 

them, and are they encrypted prior to transmission?

• What is their software development lifecycle?

• Do they regularly conduct intrusion 
detection and penetration testing?

• If so, how often?

• Can you request a copy of the latest test results?

• Determine if they are prepared to complete an information 
security review with your organization, which may include 
a questionnaire, telephone interview, or site visit

• Do they have a formal security training or awareness 
program in place for their developers (e.g., OWASP)?

• Does their organization use any tooling to 
prevent security defects during development 
(e.g., SONAR, Fortify, OWASP-ESAPI)?

• Do they operate a formal bug-tracking 
process, including for security bugs?

• What is the mechanism by which customers 
can report security bugs?

• How often do they release new versions of their software?

• Do they offer a mechanism for applying patches outside of 
this schedule when urgent security fixes are required?

• Can your organization test new upgrades 
prior to production deployment?

• What is their pre-production testing process?
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At Your Service?
To this point, we’ve focused on the product: the appointment scheduling solution you’re thinking of 
deploying in your organization. But what about service? A great product isn’t truly great unless the 
company provides an equally robust service offering to ensure your organization is successful. 
It starts with a proven best practices onboarding process and includes ongoing support.

You want to choose a vendor that will be a true partner for your business to ensure that you get the 
full value of your investment. Let’s begin by looking at implementation services. Here’s what you need 
to know about each vendor’s approach:

• Have them describe—in detail—how their organization will help 
your business achieve success with the solution

• Do they propose implementation approaches that leverage best practices 
from experience with their existing customers? Ask for examples.

• What is their implementation methodology?

• What is their recommended implementation approach?

• Have them describe their account management team

• What is the structure and roles of a typical team that supports the 
implementation, go-live and post-implementation stages?

Implementation and 
Deployment Timeline
Choosing and then implementing the right online appointment 
scheduling solution for your business is a major effort. You want 
as few surprises as possible throughout the project.

To get a sense of the sequence and timing for deploying 
a vendor’s solution, ask each candidate to create an 
implementation timeline. The timeline should cover the three 
main phases of the project:

1. Discovery

2. Implementation

3. Deployment

Each vendor’s timeline should feature details related to these 
phases, including:

• Principal focus of the phase

• Tasks and activities

• Deliverables

• Duration (how many days)

• Target start/deadline/completion dates (if possible)

• Any assumptions and gating factors



Budget
As you talk with vendors and describe your organization and what you need to achieve from deploying an online appointment scheduling solution, the topic of budget will come 
up—repeatedly. It’s important to know up front what each solution will cost, and, just as importantly, what you will get for your money.

One of the best ways to stay on top of the cost of the project is to ask each vendor you’re seriously considering to provide an accurate prediction of the total cost of 
implementing and running their solution.

To accomplish that, ask the vendors to complete a cost matrix, like the one below. Insist that they provide as much detail as possible, including additional pricing elements 
you might not have thought of, but which are needed to deliver the solution you want. It’s also a good idea to ask vendors to provide any additional cost-related information, 
including cost calculation methodology, contract details, and payment terms.
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Vendor 
Cost 
Matrix
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DETAIL AMOUNTCOST ITEM

LICENSE COST PER USER OR OFFICE LOCATION $ amount per user or location

ANNUAL LICENSE Extended $ cost based on # of employees or locations

IMPLEMENTATION What is the $ cost for implementation services that you will provide?

MAINTENANCE AND SUPPORT Is maintenance and support included in the cost of the annual 
software license, or is there an additional cost?

TRAINING Do you provide product training (either train-the-trainer, or end-user 
training)? Are there any associated training costs?

ADD-ON OPTIONAL MODULES What is the cost of any additional software modules (beyond core 
appointment scheduling capability) e.g., queue management, reporting?

API CONFIGURATION & PROGRAMMING Do you plan any application programming interface (API) development 
services? If so, what is that cost?

INTERNATIONALIZATION Where will the system be used? Beyond English, what other languages 
need to be supported and are there additional costs for these?

CONTRACT LENGTH What is the duration of the software contract? (# of months)

ADDITIONAL IMPLEMENTATION
& 1ST-YEAR COSTS Other anticipated costs? Itemize each cost.

ONGOING ANNUAL COSTS OVER
NEXT 3 YEARS What are the total yearly costs for software maintenance and upgrades?



Summary
The process of identifying, vetting and selecting the right vendor to provide your business with a full-service, flexible and reliable online appointment scheduling 
solution requires a lot of effort. But the work is worth it when you have fully investigated the options and made a well-informed decision on choosing a vendor to be 
your partner in this important undertaking.

The amount of time and effort you invest in preparing for the vendor review process will pay off when you bring the many advantages of state-of-the-art appointment 
scheduling to your prospects and customers. There’s a cliché that the only dumb question is the one that isn’t asked. That’s definitely the case when it comes to 
choosing the vendor and solution that best meet your business’s needs. Ask every question on your mind and make sure you are satisfied with the answers.

Once you identify the right vendor and work with them to configure the solution that’s best for your business, you’ll be on your way to improving the way you engage 
with prospects and customers and helping your business be more successful than ever.

Find out how TimeTrade can provide the intelligent appointment 
scheduling, queue management and reporting capabilities you need

About TimeTrade
TimeTrade helps leading brands optimize engagement through all phases of the customer relationship. TimeTrade’s Intelligent Appointment Scheduling platform 
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